The changes from Tax Code foresee that societies with fiscal value under one milion euro (to 500.000 euro till 31.12.2017) 
INTRODUCTION
Most of the buyers take their food from super and hipermarket, beeing attracted by lower prices, despite the fact that for national economieswould be more advantageous to be advertised and develop local brands [2] . Any legislative change in the field of taxation takes an effort for companies to adapt if they want to mentain the advantages against their competition [4] . Replaceing gross profit with fiscal value, as the taxable base, it is a measure meant to stop the practice of multinational companies from tax optimization and tax deduction, which in present they register a taxable profit almost 3 times lower then present companies, although both types of companies have similar levels of fiscal values [6] . A special situation it is represented by microenterprises (companies with income under 500,000 euro at 31.12.2017 and 1,000,000 euro at 01.01.2018) which already pays income tax and will be in advantage because turnover tax decrease to 1% from 1.01.2018 no matter the number of employees (till 31.12.2017 microenterprises had a level of income tax of 3% if they didn't have any employees or 1% if they had at least 1 employee).
The impact of this new measure it is different from one section to another depending on two important variables: the level of income (turnovers) and profit (rates) obtained. This way the section of distribution and retail registered big turnovers combined with lower profit rates and this sections are affected the most beacause of this new measure. The least affected section are service provision, agents or production, where the level of income is ower when profit rates are higher.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Based on simplified financial situations, published by Ministry of Public Finace, had been calculated and analysed a sistem of indicators started from fiscal value and declared profit such as: turnover tax(1%), profit tax (16%), absolute deviation of turnover tax to profit tax, average growth tax index. Also, it was simulated the situations when the fiscal measure would become appliable also for the comapnies which in present apply profit tax sistem and aren't in microenterprises category.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Untill 31.12.2017 companies included in microenterprises category was necessary to have incomes from different activities (besides consulting and management) over 80 from total incomes (max 20 from incomes could come from consulting and management). In the new provisions of the tax code the companies which do in particular consulting and management fits in microenterprise and pay only 1% from fiscal value [3] . But to this type of companies, profit can get close fiscal value, because the cost are way lower then production companies. A consulting company can have a profit of 100 % if it does not realise costs. In this situation the tax instead of 16% will be 1%. Economically speaking applying turnover tax, descurage the envestments(considering that they are not longer deductible expediture before applying the tax) but there are arguments about tax order which place applying of this kind of tax out of fiscal european sistem. No matter the fiscal status(small contributor, medium or big), no matter the nature of activity (production, retail, services etc.), no matter commercial margin applied also by register profitability, lower or higher sectors of activity, turnover tax for all category of companies will make one difference: 1% applied indicated only by the turnover ceiling, how it is shown in Table 2 .
Next it is representing possible effects of applying the measure over companies in Romania (Table 3) as revealed by economic analysts and business representatives.
[8]
Companies of retail and cash&cary anual the fiscal value marked by big runes of goods, have in general small commercial additions which can lead to small profits. Next will be presented a simulation of the implementation of the measure based on information from 2011-2016 obtained from anual financial situations published on Ministry of Finance's site. It will pe taking in counting 1% applied over fiscal value and it will be established deviation from profit tax determined for the mentioned time according to law in force. 2. The increase of collected revenue at state budget 3. Turnover tax would lead to the disappearance of tens of thousands of jobs in the industry: there are industries which operates with tiny profit rates( 1-2%), profits coming from big runs ( big fiscal value) 4. Turnover tax doesn't stimulate investments: quality equipment involves costs, and this cost can't be recovered from profit or tax depreciation. 5. Turnover tax can make any crisis a company will be in, worse and make it impossible to recover: turnover tax is paid even though companies register losses. 6. Turnover tax makes it hard for new investors to enter the market.
Any new company has a time of losses, and the investor is taking care of this (initial investment, initial losses). The measure brings a cost which the company didn't have previously-turnover taxwhich need to be paid no matter if the company has profit or not.
7. A good part from the profit of any transactions is found in turnover tax. The companies will make everything possible for a small fiscal value, but stability and predictability will disappear.
8. To survive economic chains need to be shortened. This way specialised companies will be included in big companies, becoming parts of this, to eliminate fiscal value from upstream and charged on the chain, in downstream.
Source: Our reprezentation of informations [8] The food sector plays a significant role in economy being one of the main contributors to the GNP of many countries, particularly in developing countries. [1] In the ranking of retail companies from Romania, has been noticed that the most significant incomes it was obtained by operator Kaufland, which in 2006 registered an increase Regarding the evolution of fiscal value registered in period of analyse and raported in 2016, we can notice that most of the retail companies registered increases then 2016, excepting cash and cary companies which registered decreases or at least small increases. Net profit rate, determinated as a ratio between net profit obtained and fiscal value is a financial indicator of profitability, which shows us how profitable is the total activity of a company. The higher the percentage. The stable the company is profitable speaking and it sugests a good situation of the company in case. Regarding companies of retail and cash&cary analysed, we can notice that companies have small profit rates, because commercial additions are also small. In those years with financial losses this indicator is subunit and it was considered zero. It was determinated turnover tax starting from the hypothesis that in present application of the measure in force for microenterprise will extend applicability also at companies with fiscal value higher than one milion euro. The profit concept is seen, accepted and understood differently by economists in terms of global concept, as a resultant of economic effort (cost of production) and the effect resulted in revenue. In order to obtain profit, every time total revenues must exceed total expenditures [5] Tax profit or the lost registered in period of analyses by retail and cash&cary companies, analysed and presented in table 7, in graph 3
represents the comparative situation between current tax and the one from expansion simulation of fiscal value for all companies. In mostly of cases turnover tax it is bigger than tax profit and this cmpanies will pay tax no matter if will register income or loss. In a better situation are Kaufland and Lidl. Next it was determined the absolute deviation of turnover tax then current tax of the profit. -Turnover tax does not stimulate investments -Turnover tax makes it hard for some new investors to enter on the market.
-Turnover tax discourages some new investors to enter on the market.
-Turnover tax encourages tax evasion because a part from the profit of any trasaction will be found in this tax.
-Turnover tax make any crisis worse and it will make the recovery impossible.
-To survive, economic chains will need to be shortened, specialized companies will be included in large companies to eliminate upstream turnover and multiplied chain downstream.
